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Introduction
In today's digitally-focused world, almost every business has an online
presence, and many of those that do even provide a good portion of
their services online. These services typically involve the exchange of
sensitive business and end-user information, such as names, contact
details, or payment information. An organization's website and web
applications are therefore crucial elements in building relationships with
its target audience. An attack on its web servers would cause a severe
disruption to business continuity.

And yet, according to Verizon's Data Breach Investigations Report 2018,
web application attacks were the most common form of attack, as these
attacks were involved in 18.5% of all security incidents. The IT and retail
industries are particularly susceptible to these types of attacks. So why is
it that we're witnessing such a disturbing trend of attacks on web
applications?

This might be because security is often overlooked in an effort to provide
light, fast, and easy-to-use applications. Security loopholes, such as
poor data protection and weak input validation, allow hackers to retrieve
sensitive data or inject malicious scripts into websites or web servers. In
this guide, we discuss malicious script execution and how you can
detect it using web server auditing.

The use of malicious scripts to attack web servers
A preferred method to breach web servers is by injecting malicious code into the website or web server.
This code either targets your organization's systems, or it tries to gather confidential information from
the users visiting your website—neither of which paint a very pleasant picture for your business.
Malicious scripts can be used to achieve a variety of things, such as:

Gaining control of a target system, which could be a file server or database that holds
confidential information.
Utilizing infected systems in botnet attacks.
Spying on user activity.
Retrieving sensitive data.
Redirecting users to malicious sites.
Hosting malicious or unwanted advertisements.
Launching cryptomining malware.

Put simply, if an attacker is creative enough, there's no limit to the ways they can exploit a website
vulnerability.
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An attacker can communicate with your organization's web server through your website or web
application. By exploiting vulnerabilities, they are able to include malicious content in their
communication. As seen above, the network packet has to pass through a few security layers before
reaching your web server. By auditing your network at each of these stages, you can ensure that your
web server stays protected from attacks.

Leveraging EventLog Analyzer to detect web server attacks
EventLog Analyzer is a comprehensive log management software that is capable of tracking any
malicious activity on web servers. It gives you a complete overview of the activities on your web servers,
including crucial insight into usage patterns. The analytics are presented in the form of comprehensive
and intuitive reports that are categorized into:

Top reports: Track the most frequently occurring activity with respect to users, methods, pages,
and more.
Error reports: Track the errors that users face on your website.
Attack reports: Track attempted attacks on your web server.

Here are a few techniques you can use to detect and investigate attacks targeting your web server using
EventLog Analyzer:

1. Set up alerts for potential attacks detected by your network devices.

You can be notified instantly via email or SMS if potential attacks or malicious traffic are detected by
your web server. This includes alerts for denial of service (DoS) attacks and malicious URL requests.
You can even set up alerts at the intrusion detection system (IDS) or firewall stage. You can also use
the product's built-in ticketing features to manage each alert as an incident ticket, assign it to an
owner, and track its status.

2. Flag traffic from malicious sources with threat intelligence.

If a malicious network packet is well concealed, your network devices may not pick up on it.
However, the source may be a known malicious entity. EventLog Analyzer's threat intelligence
platform processes more than 600 million malicious IP/URL sources to help you detect threat
actors in your network. The threat database is automatically updated with the latest information on
a daily basis. EventLog Analyzer's real-time alerting console is closely tied with this database. The
preconfigured threat alert traces any incoming and outgoing traffic from malicious sources and
alerts you in real time.

3. Use event correlation to validate a potential attack pattern.

You can use the product's event correlation module to add more context and validate events from
your web server with those from other network devices—such as your firewall or IDS—and raise an
alert only if the event seems suspicious. For example, you can create a rule to be notified if a
possible attack is detected by your IDS and your web server flags a potentially malicious URL
request from the same IP address.

4. Conduct forensic investigations using search.

You can also use EventLog Analyzer's powerful search engine to backtrack any event and discover
its source. The procedure to do this is explained in the next section.

Backtracking attacks with EventLog Analyzer
When you receive an alert about a possible malicious request to your web server, you can launch a
search of your web server logs and investigate the attack pattern. A sample investigation is illustrated
below:
When going through the logs of your web server where the compromise was indicated, there's
an entry for a request to access the web server via an open SSL connection.

Following the access request, there will be a request from that same IP address to run a script.
Click on the Address field in the log message to view the details of all the requests made by that
particular IP address to the specified web server.
Then, check where else this IP address hit your network by typing the concerned IP address into
the search field. Go through these logs and see whether or not the IP address hit the IDS.

You can also check if there are log entries that correspond with this IP address from the firewall
and router.

Analyzing the log data from all these devices will help reconstruct the attack.
By examining the logs, you can perform a thorough forensic analysis of the attack to determine
whether it was indeed an attack or if it was a false positive. If it was an attack, you can
immediately block the IP address to minimize the damage.

Armed with features that help you detect, investigate, and manage security incidents on your web
server, you can secure your website and ensure that neither you nor your website visitors are
adversely affected.

EventLog Analyzer is a web-based, real-time log management and IT compliance solution that
combats network security attacks. With comprehensive log management capabilities, EventLog
Analyzer helps organizations meet their diverse auditing needs. It also offers out-of-the-box
compliance reports and alerts that meet stringent IT regulatory mandate requirements with ease.
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